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ABSTRACT
We use Hanbury-Brown Twiss interferometry to determine Bose-Einstein correlations in the
transverse and longitudinal directions. By using these two directions, we are able to determine
the shape of the pion emitting source. The analysis is done with the UA1 (1985) data for pp
collisions at Vs = 630 GeV. Two frames of reference, namely the laboratory frame and the
Longitudinal Center-of-Mass System (LCMS) are used. A fit to a two-dimensional Gaussian
parametrization yields good results.
In the laboratory frame, an oblate form of the source is observed, with the value of the
transverse radius (rt) larger than the longitudinal (rL) one. The LCMS analysis finds a prolate
form of the source (rt < rL). A few reasons are discussed for the difference in the shape between
the different reference frames. Our results are also compared with other hadron-hadron and
e+ e: experiments.
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OPSOMMING
Hanbury-Brown Twiss interferometrie was gebruik om Bose-Einstein korrelasies in die transver-
sale en longitudinale rigtings te bepaal. Deur hierdie twee rigtings te gebruik, kan die vorm van
die pion-bron bepaal word. Die UA1 (1985) datastel van die pp botsings by Vs = 630 GeV is
gebruik om die analise uit te voer. Twee verwysingstelsels, naamlik die laboratorium stelsel en
die Longitudinale Massamiddelpunt-stelsel is aangewend. 'n Passing met 'n twee-dimensionele
Gaussiese parametrisering het goeie resultate opgelewer.
In die laboratorium stelsel, is 'n ovaalvormige vorm vir die bron waargeneem, met die transver-
sale radius (rt) groter as die longitudinale radius (rl)' Die Longitudinale Massamiddelpunt stelsel
het 'n prolate vorm vir die bron voorspel, met rt < ri, 'n Paar redes vir die verskil in die vorm
van die pion-bron vir die verskillende verwysingstelsels word bespreek. Ons resultate word ook
met ander hadron-hadron en e+e- eksperimente vergelyk.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Bose-Einstein correlations show an enhancement in the probability of identical, indistinguishable
bosons from the same particle source. This effect occurs at small values of the variable used to
determine the correlations. Bose-Einstein correlations (BEC) can be used in hadron-hadron,
hadron-nucleus, nucleus-nucleus and e+e- reactions at very high energies, to determine the size
and lifetime of the particle production region, also known as the source of pion emission.
If the correlation function is expressed in terms of the components of the three momentum
difference q in specific directions, the shape of the source can also be determined, as the investi-
gations in different directions reveal more information on the source. The structure of the source
can be used to understand the dynamics of the interactions.
Bose-Einstein correlations were first implemented in 1956 by Hanbury-Brown and Twiss [1, 2]
in astronomy. The correlations between the detected intensities of the emitted photons were
used to determine the diameters of stars. In 1959 Goldhaber, et al. [3] extended the application
experimentally to particle physics. Pions were detected and the angular correlations between like
charge and unlike charge pairs were calculated. BEC were evident in the like charge pair analysis,
by enhancing the distribution for small pair angles. The radius of interaction, and hence the
size of the pion sources, could be determined. Bose-Einstein correlations became a widespread
phenomenon and new developments on theoretical, as well as experimental level emerged from
it.
The correlation function got more attention as different theoretical parametrizations were
developed and implemented to fit the experimental data. Experiments were improved to obtain
better statistics and to make higher dimensional analyses possible. The experimental determi-
nation of the correlation function was also refined to exclude other effects which could influence
the BEC effect. This opened a new field of study, in that models which predicted certain shapes
and sizes, were developed and tested with experimental analyses.
In this analysis, we will study the data of final states arising out of pp collisions as measured
by the UA1 experiment. The transverse and longitudinal components of the three momentum
difference, qt and ql will be used to determine the shape of the pion emitting source in these
two directions. The experimental correlations will be calculated using the correlation integral
method. Two frames of reference, namely the laboratory frame and the Longitudinal Center-of-
Mass System (LCMS) will be used to make useful comparisons.
In order to extract information on the source, a two-dimensional Gaussian parametrization
will be fit to the data. Comparison with other hadron-hadron, e+e- and heavy ion experiments
will be made.
1
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1. INTRODUCTION 2
The determination of the shape of the source of bosons gives the possibility to analyse the
spatial and temporal characteristics of the hadronisation region. At the same time the effect of
the different reference frames on the pion source dimensions can be checked. Previous analyses
at low energies [4], assumed a spherical shape of the source in the lab system, but theoretical
and experimental investigations in the LCMS observed an elongation of the pion source. The
space-time development of a particle collision provides information to understand the underlying
dynamics.
Bose-Einstein correlations and the implementation of the correlation function will be discussed
in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 contains the experimental set-up and in Chapter 4 the results will be
shown. Some discussion on the results will be given. The conclusion will be made in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2
THE BOSE-EINSTEIN EFFECT
2.1 Bose-Einstein correlations
2.1.1 Origin
The field of Bose- Einstein correlations originated in astronomy in the form of intensity in-
terferometry. Hanbury-Brown and Twiss discovered in 1956 [1, 2] that by only measuring the
correlation in light intensity between the frequency outputs of a detector, the diameter of stars
could be determined. Knowledge of the relative phase between the two signals was not necessary,
as the signals were not combined before detection. An experiment was conducted in which the
correlation between fluctuations in the current from two cathodes was calculated, using classical
electromagnetic theory. The two mirrors focused the reflected light from the stars onto the pho-
tocathodes. The intensity fluctuations in the anode currents were amplified and the outputs from
the amplifiers multiplied. The average value of the product of the outputs from the amplifiers
was recorded on a counter. The readings of this counter gave a direct measure of the correlation
between the intensity fluctuations in the light received at the two mirrors. It was noted that the
correlation was preserved in the process of photo-electric emission and occurred only when the
cathodes were superimposed, but not when they were widely separated. This was known as the
Hanbury-Brown and Twiss (HBT) effect. After some deliberation, Brown and Twiss [5] clarified
that the HBT effect was a consequence of the "clumping" of photons (photons are bosons) and
that from a particle point of view, it was a characteristic quantum effect, as bosons have the
tendency to occupy the same state.
Goldhaber, Goldhaber, Lee and Pais observed the same effect in particle physics three years
later (1959) [3] when they studied the annihilation of low energy anti-protons in a propane bubble
chamber. The opening angle between the pion pairs was used to determine the correlations.
A clear difference between the angular distribution for pion pairs of like charge than pairs of
oppositely charged particles was noted. The simple statistical model of phase space did not
make provision for such a difference, necessitating the introduction of a properly symmetrized
wave function.
After 1960, a revolution occurred in the field of particle-particle correlation studies. Many de-
velopments were made both theoretically and experimentally which improved the determination
of the correlations. Previously the full correlation with the N -particle (N is the total number
of particles) final state was determined. The two-particle correlations were then obtained by
symmetrizing the wave function of the final state separately with respect to pairs of particles [3].
3
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2. THE BOSE-EINSTEIN EFFECT 4
Changing the analysis to considering inclusive processes
where A, B are the colliding particles, the nO's are two identical particles and X means "anything
else", simplified matters considerably as now the N-particle final state is ignored and only the
two-particle state corresponding to all possible pairs nO(pl) and nO(p2) is symmetrized.
In the DAl experiment A and B correspond to a proton and an antiproton and Cl can be
+ or -. Kopylov and Podgoretskii further proposed a formalism, the two-particle correlation
function, to calculate the correlations in any model [6]. The determination of the correlations
could hence be model-independent.
In astronomy a space-time formulation of the experiment was done. In hadronic processes
the characteristic interaction times are very short, therefore the space-time description of the
events has to be reconstructed by measurements in energy-momentum space. Energy-momentum
correlations allow estimation of the characteristic dimensions and durations of the generation
processes [6, 7, 8]. According to the uncertainty relations, the momentum is related to the
characteristic size of the emission region and the energy couples to the time of emission.
Combining the different characteristics into a one-dimensional Lorentz invariant four-momen-
tum difference Q2, made analyses a bit easier. BEC were dominant in the like charge pairs for
small values of Q2, when the like charge pions and unlike charge pion pairs were compared [3]. It
was also found that the rise of BEC at small Q2, was related to "intermittency" in hadron-hadron
interactions [9]. Today, BEC analysis is widespread including the full range of colliding systems,
including lepton-lepton, lepton-hadron, hadron-hadron, hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus.
2.1.2 Quantum Statistics and Symmetrization
In hadron physics, the greatest interest attaches precisely to the properties of the system that
emits the hadrons. Since states of the emitted particles are described quantum mechanically, the
quantum mechanics of identical particles is relevant.
The principle of indistinguishability of identical particles by Messiah and Greenberg states
[10]:
"Dynamical states that differ only by a permutation of identical particles cannot be
distinguished by any observation whatsoever."
In quantum statistics, identical, indistinguishable particles that obey Bose-Einstein statistics are
called bosons. Bosons have a symmetric wave function with respect to particle exchange,
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2. THE BOSE-EINSTEIN EFFECT 5
where 'l/Jsym(I,2) is the total symmetric wave function and 'l/J(Xi,pj) (i = a,b and j = 1,2)
means that particle j was emitted from position Xi and detected with momentum Pj. The
indistinguishability of the particles implies that the same particle could also have been emitted
from the other position Xb with momentum PI as indicated in Fig. 2.1. By interchanging the
particles, the wave function still remains the same.
Detectors
xa .------------------------_~_. J ~
'.._xb .------------------------~
Figure 2.1: Experimental setup of two identical particles emitted at positions Xa and Xb. The
momenta PI and P2 are detected, but because of the symmetry of the wave function,
it cannot be distinguished which particle came from which emitting point.
In hadronic collisions, the size of the source (the fireball just after the collision between the
proton and anti-proton) is small and therefore the distance between the emission points Xa and
Xb is also small (Ixa - xbl ::::;lfm) compared to the distance from the source to the detector. This
implies that the positions cannot be measured directly but only the momenta PI and P2.
If the source function can be described by a density distribution p(x), normalized by
f d3xp(x) = 1, then the symmetrized probability for measuring two momenta (PI, P2) is given
by
(2.2)
The square of the wave function is:
I'l/Jsym(1,2) 12 = ~ {I'l/J(xa, pl) 121'l/J(Xb,P2) 12+ 1'l/J(Xb,pl) 121'l/J(xa, P2) 12}
+ 'l/J*(xa, pl)'l/J* (Xb, P2)'l/J(Xb, pl)'l/J(xa, P2). (2.3)
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If Eq. (203) and the normalization of the density is implemented, the probability reduces to
PI2(PI,P2) = ~J d3xap(xa)I'ljJ(xa,PI)12 J d3xbP(Xb)I'ljJ(Xb,P2)12
+ ~J d3xap(xa)I'ljJ(xa, P2)12J d3xbP(Xb)I'ljJ(Xb, pl)12
+ J d3xad3xbP(Xa)P(Xb)['ljJ* (x.,, pl)'ljJ* (Xb, P2)'ljJ(Xa, P2)'l/J(Xb, pl)J,
where the last term represents the interference effect.
In an idealised case, when the pions may be described by symmetrized plane waves (including
the box normalization constant V),
(2.4)
and if it is assumed that the individual pions were emitted with a pointlike spatial distribution
of p(x), then the number of pairs emitted with momentum (PI,P2) is specifically given by
(205)
Inserting Eq. (2.4) yields:
J d3xad3xbP(Xa)P(Xb) 1 ~ [ei(Ploxa+P20Xb) + ei(PloXb+P20Xa)] 12
V-
2 J-2- d3xad3xbP(Xa)P(Xb) [2 + e-i(PloXb+P20Xa-PloXa-P20Xb)
+ e-i(PJoXa +P20Xb-PJoXb-P20Xa)]
(206)
(207)
where P(PI - P2) is the Fourier transform of the distribution and depends on the relative mo-
mentum or the momentum difference (PI - P2) = q only, If there is no interference, then the
number of particles emitted with momentum PI and momentum P2 respectively are
NI(pI) = J d3xap(xa)I'l/JI(Xa,pI)I2
N2 (P2) = J d3xbP(Xb) I'l/Jl(xb, P2) 120
The product of these numbers, with the one particle wave function
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inserted, is
(2.8)
The correlation function of the two particles with interference, is the ratio between the number
of pairs N12 and the product of the single particle numbers N1N2. From Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8),
the two-particle correlation function is given by
(2.9)
This is an essential result which states that [l l]: "The probability of detecting two bosons
depends on their relative momentum, with an enhancement equal to the square of the Fourier
transform of the source distribution function." The correlation function of two identical particles
from a boson emitting source, can thus be derived by taking the symmetrized plane wave and
computing the Fourier transform of the spatial distribution. Here the enhancement can be seen
as the extra term lP(pl - P2) 12. In the special case that the density distribution is Gaussian,
then the Fourier transform will also be Gaussian.
2.1.3 Density matrix approach
The above derivation represents a simplified caricature of the true particle production and
symmetrization process. A better and general theory has been developed in terms of second
quantization and density matrices.
Identical bosons are a subset of the particles produced, therefore they cannot be described by
a pure wave function, but must rather be dealt with by a density matrix. The density matrix
formalism quantitatively describes physical situations with mixed as well as pure ensembles. In
this ansatz, the symmetry properties are expressed by the commutation relations of the creation
and annihilation operators of particles [12]. The one- and two-particle distributions in terms of
the momentum can thus be expressed as [13]
(2.10)
and
(2.11)
where the angle-brackets denote the expectation value of an operator, described by the trace of
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the product of the density matrix p and the operator:
This is a powerful tool in determining the distributions, as the trace is independent of the basis
and any convenient basis can thus be used.
As abap = N is the number operator, PI just counts the average number of pions with
momentum pand P2 counts the average number of pion pairs with momenta PI and P2. The
second quantization provides, because of the density matrix, a link between correlations and
multiplicity distributions. The correlation function is given by the ratio of the two-particle
distribution to the product of the single-particle distributions [14]:
(2.12)
The density matrix approach can also be interpreted in terms of a Wigner phase space density
S (x, p), often also called "emission function" , which is the Wigner transform of the source density
matrix [15]. The one-particle distribution can be written in terms of the emission function,
(2.13)
where the four-vector p = (Ep, p) is evaluated on-shell, i.e. E; = m2 + p2. The correlation
function is given, using q = PI - P2 and K = (PI +P2)/2 in terms of a four-dimensional Fourier
transform of S as [16],
(2.14)
This expression is true only for fully incoherent sources. In general, the four-momentum K is off-
shell. Within the heavy ion collision context, where this formalism was developed, it was shown
in Ref.[13] that Ko can be approximated by its on-shell equivalent EK = Jm2 + K2. While
it is unclear to what level of accuracy this approximation holds in the case of hadron-hadron
collisions, this point shall not be pursued further here.
It was shown by [17, 18] that the integrals in the denominator of Eq, (2.14) can be approxi-
mated by those evaluated at the average momentum K, so that (2.14) becomes
(2.15)
This is also used to define the theoretical expectation value used within the emission function
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formalism,
(... ) = 1 J d4x S(x, K) .. '12J d4x S(X, K) (2.16)
2.2 Experimental determination of C2
2.2.1 Relation to cross sections
As set out in Section 2.1.3 above, only inclusive cross sections are measured. These cross
sections are given by the one- and two-particle density functions Pi and P2 respectively,
( )
1 daincl
PiP =---,
atot dp
( )
1 d2aincJ
P2 Pi, P2 = - d d '
atot Pi P2
(2.17)
where P is the four-momentum of one particle, Pi and P2 are the four-momenta of particles 1 and
2 respectively, atot is the total hadronic interaction cross section and aincJ is the inclusive cross
section. Since all experimental measurements are on-shell and d4Pi = d3pi/2Ei' this can also be
written in terms of the three-momenta
( )
_ 2E d3aincJ
Pi p - d3'atot P
The two-particle correlation function C2 is defined experimentally as the ratio
(2.18)
2.2.2 Binning and correlation integrals
The correlation function is a basic element when doing statistical analyses. To implement it
experimentally is not so easy, because of the six-fold differential and insufficient statistics. This
is dealt with in part by projecting down to a smaller set of variables, for example integrating
out the K-dependence. In addition, the differential cross section is coarse-grained by introducing
binning. Bin boundaries are defined for a specific measurement quantity or variable for which the
correlations need to be determined. The particles are then thrown into a specific bin according
to the bin interval in which their measured value falls. Linear binning (equally spaced bins) or
logarithmic binning (to zoom in on the smaller scale) can be used.
In Fig. 2.2 linear binning is illustrated with the one-dimensional variable Px, the x-component
of the momentum. (For the purposes of illustration, the other components are taken to be zero
(Py = pz = 0) in this subsection.) The crosses indicate the particles for a specific event in the
UNIVERStltrr STELLENBOSCH
BIBUOTEEK
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x x x x ..
2 3 4 5 6
Figure 2.2: Example of simple binning. The crosses indicate the particles in a bin with a specific
momentum PX. Histogramming with the one-dimensional variable is done by just
counting the particles in a specific bin.
different bins into which their momenta Px fall. For each event, the number of particles in a
specific bin is counted and added. This gives the experimental single-particle distribution for Px.
For the two-particle density P2(Pxl,Px2), binning can be visualised by going into "Q-space"
[19], which in this simple illustration is the two-dimensional space spanned by Pxl and Px2. A
point in Q-space then represents a pair of pions. A "bin" in Q-space is a square in the two-
dimensional grid illustrated in Figure 2.3. If Pxl falls into bin 1 of Fig. 2.2 while Px2 falls into bin
3, the corresponding histogram count will be in bin (1,3) of Fig. 2.3. (Due to the symmetry of
particles 1 and 2, this plot is symmetric about the diagonal, in other words, the pair bins (3,1)
and (1,3) are identical.)
Measuring relative momentum qx = Pxl - Px2 is clearly not accurate in this scheme of simple
binning. Since qx is the distance between a particle pair point and the diagonal line Pxl = Px2,
measuring constant qx therefore amounts to taking all squares which are at the same distance
from the diagonal, as illustrated by the black squares in Fig. 2.3. This is not very pleasing,
5
4
3
2
2 3 4 5
Figure 2.3: Two-dimensional grid for the determination of P2(Pxl,Px2). The shaded areas would
be counted when we are interested in some specific qx, which is the distance measured
perpendicular to the diagonal Pxl = Px2. This method is clearly unsatisfactory.
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however, because of the uneven way in which these black squares sample a line of constant qx:
some pairs (PxI, Px2) will be counted, while others falling in adjacent "white" squares will not.
For this reason, experimentalists do a change of variables from (PIx, P2x) to qx rather than
binning PIx and P2x separately. Mathematically, this can be made exact by defining a per-event
density function
(2.19)
where Pxi is the x-component of the experimentally measured pion i's momentum and the sum
runs over all particles in the event. The two-particle per-event density function is
fJ2(PXI,Px2) =L Ó(PxI - Pxi) Ó(Px2 - Pxj),
itj
(2.20)
where the restriction i -I j explicitly excludes correlations of any particle with itself. The per-
event histogram for pair variable qx is found from
(2.21 )
Inserting the above definitions yields a "correlation integral" [20, 21],
P2(qx) =L Ó(qx - IPxi - PxJI) .
itj
(2.22)
This looks the same as the one-dimensional case with Px as the variable. The difference is
however, that qx already contains information on two particles and, of course, the sum runs over
all pairs rather than just single particles.
Only at this step is binning implemented in qx, given mathematically by
(2.23)
where Óqx is the chosen bin width.
The effective "area" covered in Q-space by this correlation integral method is illustrated in
Fig. 2.4. The change in variable to q and K is also indicated. The strip along the diagonal covers
all possible pion pairs with a momentum difference smaller than the qx given by the half-width of
the strip. From this figure, it is also clear that we are integrating out Kx, which is the direction
parallel to the diagonal.
The implementation of correlation integrals is an important improvement on simple binning.
The integration domain is extended over the whole region, in that the domain is not just confined
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K
5
4
3
2
234 5
Figure 2.4: Correlations in terms of pair variables can be determined in two directions K and
q. As BEC are important at the small relative momenta, the use of q is more
appropriate. The shaded area indicates the domain of integration for the correlation
integral.
to the boxes in the grid. This method includes all pairs whose distance is less than a given length
15,including those that would have been in adjacent bins. By increasing the integration domain
in this way, more particles can be counted and the statistics become better.
Looking at the two-dimensional case with ql and qt, the longitudinal and transverse compo-
nents of q (which will be explained in more detail later), the two-particle density becomes
P2(% qt) =LÓ(ql - IPli -11jl) Ó(qt- IPti - Ptjl)
ih
(2.24)
where Pti is the two-dimensional vector resulting from the projection of the three-momentum
P i onto the transverse plane. The corresponding two-dimensional factorial moment results from
the integration
(2.25)
All the above expressions are per-event. Corresponding sample averages are given by
Pl(X) (Pl(X))
P2(Xl, X2) = (p2(Xl, X2)),
(2.26)
(2.27)
with Xl and X2 any variable that is used in the analysis, and correspondingly
(2.28)
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The above level of mathematical detail defining the correlation integral is clearly not needed
for simple pair binning. Experimentalists often carry out a procedure equivalent to that of
Fig. 2.4 without any reference to the mathematics. lts usefulness only emerges at higher orders,
for example when considering triplets or quartets of particles. While the above formalism is
hence not indispensable for two-particle correlation studies, it does provide a useful and accurate
starting point. (It will also be used to derive event mixing below.)
The main advantage of correlation integrals is that, by enlarging the integration domain,
better statistics are obtained and accuracy is improved. Correlation integrals have the general
advantage of not introducing artificial binning as is the case with ordinary binning. There is a
greater stability at small distances and it permits uniformly-spaced points in log-log plots. These
advantages become increasingly important with higher orders of correlation.
2.2.3 Normalization
For normalization of the correlation function C2, a reference sample or background is needed
without Bose-Einstein correlations. Ideally, the reference sample will contain all the information
of the sample, missing out only on the Bose-Einstein correlations themselves. In practice, such
a reference sample is not easily found but has to be explicitly constructed. Unlike-sign particle
combinations like n±n'f were used for the reference sample at one stage, but these still exhibit
strong correlations due to resonance decays (especially KO and pO) and due to long-range charge
correlations [22]. For this reason, the event-mixing technique was applied with good results
[4, 11]. We will also make use of it in our experimental analysis.
The event-mixing technique starts with the product of single-particle distributions Pl(X),
where x is anyone-particle variable of interest. Inserting the correlation integral prescription
using Eqs. (2.19) and (2.26), we get
(2.29)
where the subscripts a, b on the event averages and on the particle coordinates X are needed to
distinguish between the two averages involved. This can obviously be rearranged to
(2.30)
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Integrating to a relative coordinate q = lXI - x21 as above then results in
J dXI dX2 P2orm(Xl, X2)O(q - lXI - x21)
( (P(q -IXr -=ï: (2.31)
which shows that particles from different events a and b, with coordinates Xf and Xf are used
to construct the normalization as if they belonged to the same event. Event mixing is therefore
a natural and direct consequence of using the correlation integral formalism.
In theoretical work, the reference case is usually assumed to correspond to a Poissonian
normalization, where the reference distribution factorizes into two single-particle distributions,
as indicated in the denominator ofEq. (2.18), so for this case one would expect C2 = 1. While this
is not always true, and certainly not true for our data, the issues relating to the non-Poissonian
overall distribution are side-stepped at this level of sophistication by renormalizing the various
6's to tend towards one at large q. In our analysis, this is accomplished by means of an overall
multiplicative prefactor in the parametrizations.
2.3 Variables and LCMS
We saw how the study of Bose-Einstein correlations brought new developments in the theory
as well as in experiments. Depending on the underlying physics involved some variables will
be useful and others not; also different "good" variables will show up different aspects of the
physics. Here we briefly survey the variables that have been in use, and discuss their relative
merits and demerits.
2.3.1 One-dimensional variables
One-dimensional variables were formerly used because of the poor statistics that were available
at the time. The rapidity y is defined as
(2.32)
where E is the energy and PI is the component of the momentum p in the direction of the
beam axis as shown in Fig. 2.5. The rapidity is popular because it is additive under Lorentz
transformations in the longitudinal direction. Another reason for using y is because of the plateau
in da/dy in the "central region" of small y.
The pseudorapidity 'TI is defined as
e 1 (p +PI)'TI = - In tan - = - In -- ,
2 2 P - PI
(2.33)
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Figure 2.5: The momentum vector P with () and the polar angle and the azimuthal angle ¢ in
the transverse plane perpendicular to the beam axis.
where p = Ipi and () is the polar angle between the momentum P and the beam axis (see Fig. 2.5).
The pseudorapidity is generally a good approximation for y, and does not need the mass of the
detected particle to be calculated. UAI used mainly ry instead of y.
The azimuthal angle ¢ lies in the transverse plane and is defined as
¢ = arctan(Py),
pz
(2.34)
where Py and pz are the transverse components of the momentum. The azimuthal angle is
invariant under longitudinal Lorentz transformation, since it is purely in the transverse plane.
This variable became interesting recently when azimuthal asymmetries were studied [23].
A very interesting variable is the four-momentum difference
Qi-' _pi-' _pi-'- 1 2' (2.35)
with pr = (Ei, Pi) with i = 1,2 the four-momentum of a particle. Analyses in Q have aften been
done in terms of the squared four-momentum difference:
(2.36)
There are a number of reasons why the four-momentum difference played such an important
role as a variable in the Bose-Einstein correlation analyses. Firstly, it is Lorentz-invariant and
hence yields the same results in any reference frame. Secondly, it is one-dimensional and thereby
simplifies the correlation function which would be six-dimensional if Pi and P2 were used. It
also yields better statistics for the same reason, even while being sensitive to three-dimensional
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characteristics of the pair's momenta. This can be seen from the relation [9, 24]
(2.37)
(where m_L= Jp[ + m2) which is small only when differences in all three directions, i.e. rapidity,
azimuthal angle and transverse momentum Pt, are small.
In the third place, Q2 is related to the two-particle invariant mass M2 = (PI + P2)2 by
for equal masses ml = m2 = m. Resonances are clearly revealed as bumps in the correlation
function when plotted against Q2, and hence their influence can be separated from other effects if
so desired. Fourthly, as correlation integrals allow to choose differences of phase space variables
between particles, the Q2 variable as a relative coordinate was very handy, in that it could be
used as a distance in defining the correlations between the particles. For higher order correlations
this simplifies the calculations a lot [25, 26, 27], not to mention their measurement [28, 9, 29].
In Ref. [6] it was also shown that if the pion sources were regarded as pointlike, the correlation
function only depended on the relative four-momentum.
Nevertheless, the four-momentum difference has been neglected especially in the heavy-ion
community, because most theoretical work is based on three-momenta so that Q2 is regarded as
an inappropriate projection of the higher-dimensional correlation function.
2.3.2 Three-momentum
To extract as much as possible information from Bose-Einstein correlations, the three momen-
tum P of the particle should be used. Hence, in principle a six-dimensional correlation function
is needed for a full description of the correlations between two particles if their momenta PI and
P2 are considered. It is difficult to work and visualize in six dimensions, quite apart from the
large statistics needed to make meaningful assertions. The theory as presented above seems to
prefer relative coordinates like the momentum difference
q = PI - P2 (2.38)
and the average of the pair momentum
(2.39)
as the variables for the correlation function. These two variables q and K also popped up as
natural variables in calculating the correlations when final state distortions were considered [14].
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In analyses with the Wigner source function S(x, K) (Section 2.1.3), the expressions for the
correlation function simplified a lot when using q and K [30].
If we only take the momentum difference into account, the dimensionality of the correlation
function between two particles immediately reduces to three. Due to limited statistics, UA1 has
in general access only to relative three-momenta and must necessarily integrate out K.
beam
axis
K
transverse
plane
Figure 2.6: The momentum difference q and the pair momentum K with their various compo-
nents in the longitudinal and transverse directions.
2.3.3 Transverse and longitudinal components
By selecting subsamples with only restricted regions of the directions of q, or to study the
two-particle correlation function for different components of q, it is possible to get information
on the structure of the particle source in different directions. This allows one not only to estimate
the spatial size of the emitting source, but also its shape.
To study transverse and longitudinal Bose-Einstein correlations, the momentum difference of
the pair of pions is resolved into two components, transverse qt and longitudinal ql as indicated in
Fig. 2.6. The transverse component qt lies in the plane perpendicular to the beam direction and
can be resolved into further components: qs(sidewards) and qo(outwards), as shown in Fig. 2.7.
By convention, qo is in the direction of the transverse of the pair momentum Kt, while qs is
perpendicular to both qo and ql. In our analysis we restrict ourselves to the magnitude of qt
given by
(2.40)
The longitudinal component ql is in the beam direction and defined as the difference in the
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Figure 2.7: The components of the momentum difference qt in the transverse plane. The direction
of Kt defines the outward component qo, and qs is perpendicular to it.
longitudinal components of the momenta of the two particles:
(2.41 )
The longitudinal and transverse components of the vector q show a noticeable difference in
their correlation distributions. This is, of course, to be expected since the colliding proton and
antiproton enforce a very strong directionality in the underlying physics.
In the longitudinally comoving system explained below, the component qt reflects only the
spatial difference of the two pions emitted, while qt depends on the difference in emission time
as well.
2.3.4 The longitudinal center-of-mass system
Since three-momenta are not Lorentz-invariant, the choice of reference frame in which the
correlations are measured is very important in order to extract the relevant source parameters.
Use of different reference frames that can be used for the components of the q will alter the
results as well as the dependence of the parameters on the source dimensions. In experimental
studies, the parameters of the source are generally determined in either the lab frame or the
center-of-mass frame of the reaction under study. In the case of a collider experiment like UAl,
the lab system is, of course, also the overall center of mass system.
The longitudinal center-of-mass system (LCMS) [31], is defined as the system in which the
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sum of the two particles' momenta in the longitudinal direction should be zero
2Kl = Pll + Pl2 = 0 (2.42)
for every pair considered in the analysis. This implies that the sum of the momenta lies completely
in the transverse plane (i.e. K = Kt), see Fig. 2.8. The LCMS hence involves a longitudinal
Lorentz transformation, which leaves the transverse component of the momentum difference, qt
unchanged, but changes the longitudinal component ql.
The LCMS variables are given in terms of the lab system by
p' "{(p - (3E)
E' "{(E - (3p), (2.43)
where P is the momentum, E the energy of the particle while (3 is the velocity of the boost and
"{= 1/~. Decomposing the three momentum p into a component parallel to (3 and one
perpendicular to (3 yields: p' = P; + p~. If only Pi transforms, then
I
Pl (2.44)
I
Pt Pt
E' "{dE - (3LPl)·
Using Eq. (2.42), leads to
which is as expected, because (3L = (2Kd E) with 2Kl the total pair longitudinal momentum
and E = El + E2 the total energy for the system. The "{-factor is then given by:
Inserting "{L into Eq. (2.44) gives, as it should,
(2.45)
The longitudinal momentum difference in the LCMS is then given by
(2.46)
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This system is useful to obtain a clear interpretation of the observed difference between
transverse and longitudinal correlation radii, when measuring the shape of the source, using
Bose-Einstein correlations. LCMS is also sometimes referred to as the Longitudinal CoMoving
System.
It must be emphasized that the LCMS is a transformation which is different from pair to pair.
This is clear from the definition of f3L, which is clearly not a constant boost but pair-dependent.
It is thus impossible to speak of an entire event in the LCMS except in the sense that every pion
pair has been transformed separately to the LCMS.
longitudinal
direction
transverse
plane
Figure 2.8: The Longitudinal Center of Mass System with K in the transverse plane and showing
the transverse relative momentum vector qt.
2.4 Parametrizations
To compare experimental results with a specific parametrization, the same components of the
parametrization need to be used in calculating the correlation function. Meaningful interpreta-
tions of the radii can only be extracted from a specific parametrization if the same components
of the momentum difference are used in the calculation of the correlations in the data.
The parametrization that you use, or that a given theorist proposes, determines the choice of
variables, and specifically the choice of the components of the momentum difference q. From the
uncertainty relations, a given momentum difference (whether of the three- or four-momentum
type) corresponds to 1/ R, where R is related to the corresponding spatial dimension of the
source. If the correlation function is parametrized in the different components corresponding to
the different directions of the momentum difference, the source dimensions (also referred to as the
HBT radii) in different directions can be extracted. Likewise, the energy difference qo = El - E2
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corresponds to l/T where T is the time of emission of pions from the source.
Experimental results in turn provide the required input and constraints for more sophisticated
theoretical analysis.
Most parametrizations have a Gaussian form since they simplify the calculations a lot, and
also have the advantage that if the source distribution function is Gaussian, the Fourier transform
will also be Gaussian; see Section 2.1.2.
It is fortunately not necessary to choose exclusively one parametrization over others. Different
parametrizations can be used to test the behaviour of experimental data in different ways.
2.4.1 Parametrizations in terms of four-momentum
The Gaussian parametrization with the four-momentum difference as variable,
(2.4 7)
was used to study the Bose-Einstein correlations at small scale. The new parameter>. was
introduced by experimentalists [32] since their data did not tend to a value of 2 for Q2 -t 0 as the
above parametrization would require if >. was absent. The conventional theoretical explanation
for this parameter centres on the amount of coherence between pions: completely "chaotic" pions
(those with random relative phases) would yield>' = 1, while coherent pions (with fixed relative
phases) yield>' = o.
Both NA22 and UAl have found that the Gaussian parametrization in Q2 could not fit their
data [28, 29J although earlier results appeared to be compatible [33J. Exponential functions were
implemented to better the results. Simple exponentials like
fitted the data well and good fits were obtained when the Gaussian form was replaced by an
exponential form [9J. Later it was found that by increasing the dimension of the analyses by
going to three-momenta, the Gaussian parametrization gave a better result [34].
2.4.2 Cartesian parametrization
The Cartesian parametrization is based on the components of the relative three-momentum
q in the out-side-long coordinate system [35, 36], namely qo(out), qs(side) and ql(long) as set
out in Section 2.3.3. The out axis is defined by the transverse component of the pair momentum
Kt = Ptl +Pt2· The cross product of the longitudinal and out directions determines the direction
of the side axis which is perpendicular to the other two (see Fig. 2.8).
For azimuthally, but not necessarily spherically symmetric sources and asymmetric sources,
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a Gaussian source shape is generally assumed,
(2.48)
where the "out-long" cross term -2QoQIT;1 has been included, as it has been shown in Ref.[16]
that its inclusion reveals more information about the source, while also increasing the accuracy
of the other fitted radii. Due to the symmetries of the source in the transverse plane, the other
cross terms ("out-side" and "side-long") vanish.
The four fitting parameters, namely, TI, To, Ts and Tol, are also referred to as the HBT radii.
The experimentally determined radii relate to the theoretical expectation values of the source
distribution widths as follows [37]:
(y2)
((x - f3tt)2)
((z - f3lt)2)
((x - f3tt)(z - f3lt)),
(2.49)
(2.50)
(2.51)
(2.52)
where y corresponds to the source size in the side direction, x in the out direction and z to
the longitudinal direction, while f3t and f31 are the pion pair velocities in the transverse and
longitudinal directions respectively.
These expressions have the form of variances of the Gaussian distribution of the source, as
seen in the laboratory frame. The radii are interpreted as lengths of homogeneity [16, 18], Le.
the average distance over which pion pair momenta overlap to a significant degree to allow for
quantum mechanical interference effects. For a static source, these lengths are equal to the
source's geometric size in the various directions.
The interpretation of the HBT radii from the Cartesian parametrization is that Ts measures
the width of the emission region in the side direction, and To measures the corresponding width
in the out direction together with a contribution from the emission duration t. The longitudinal
component measures that region in the longitudinal direction where bosons with similar momenta
may emerge from [38], also with a time component added to it.
Clearly, the measured radii mix spatial and temporal information on the source. From this
parametrization it is not easy to extract accurately physical information such as emission dura-
tion. The LCMS, as defined in Section 2.3.4 was invented because, the longitudinal velocity is
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zero (!31 = 0) in this frame and therefore the expressions for the radii simplify somewhat [37J:
r2 (y2) (2.53)s
r2 ((x - !3tt)2) (2.54)0
r2 (z2) (2.55)I
2 ( (x - !3tt ) z) . (2.56)rol
The longitudinal radius, ï i is no longer dependent on the emission time but only on the longitu-
dinal extension of the source. This leaves ra as the only parameter to reveal information on the
duration of the emission [13J.
While the parameter of the cross term Tol contains physical information about the emitting
source, it has not in general been found to be significantly different from zero [13J.
2.4.3 Transverse-longitudinal parametrization
A simplified version of the out-side-long system combines the two transverse directions into
one, leaving only the components qt and qt of the momentum difference as defined in Section
2.3.3. The Gaussian parametrization for the correlation function in these components is given
by:
(2.57)
Since this is the parametrization used by our subsequent measurements, we have introduced an
overall normalization factor 'Y, as is common in all such experiments. This parameter measures
the deviation of the overall multiplicity distribution from a Poissonian, for which 'Y would be
unity. Since it is well known that UAI has a non-Poissonian overall multiplicity, the value of 'Y
is of no further interest for us in this thesis.
Defining the direction of qt as 'Ii; (in the transverse plane), the transverse radius parameter
can be expressed as:
(2.58)
where w is the size of the source in the 'Ii; direction, !3t = Kt! KO and t is the characteristic time
of source emission. As before, rt and ï t are the HBT radii from which the source dimensions are
determined. In the lab frame, both parameters will be dependent on the time as pointed out by
Eqs. (2.51) and (2.58). In the LCMS time and space characteristics are contained in rt, whereas
Tl just measures the longitudinal dimension of the source, according to (2.55).
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2.4.4 Yano-Koonin-Podgoretskii parametrization
In the Yano-Koonin-Podgoretskii (YKP) parametrization [39, 40, 41, 37, 30, 42, 13] the three
independent components of the relative momentum that are used are the transverse component
qt = J q~ + q;, the longitudinal component ql and the energy difference qo = El - E2 (not to
be confused with the out component qo). This parametrization assumes azimuthally symmetric,
moving sources. The Gaussian ansatz for the correlation function in terms of these components
is
(2.59)
where U(K) is a four-velocity with only a longitudinal spatial component
U(K) = ,(K)(l, 0, 0, v(K)),
and, = (1 - v(K)2) -1/2 and v(K) the Yano-Koonin gamma factor and velocity which are closely
related to the velocity of the source. The combination of the relative momentum (q. U(K))2 is
a scalar under longitudinal boosts and the radii fit parameters r j_, ri and ro are longitudinally
boost-invariant. This means that the parameters do not depend on the longitudinal velocity
of the observer system in which the correlation function is measured. This is one of the most
important properties of the YKP parametrization.
If we take the longitudinal velocity v(K) to be zero, the parameters in terms of the variances
are:
(y2)
((z - ((3d(3j_)x)2) - ((3d(3j_)2(y2)
((t - x/(3j_)2) - (y2)/(31.
(2.60)
(2.61)
(2.62)
The three HBT radii can be considered to measure the spatial and temporal lengths of homogene-
ity. In the YKP parametrization, r j_ directly corresponds to transverse size. Only ro measures
the emission duration (time) t, but has large uncertainties due to the limited region of qo that
is available. The longitudinal parameter ï t has a combination of the spatial components and is
dependent on the velocity in the transverse ((3j_) and longitudinal ((3l) directions.
In the LCMS, the expressions for the radii simplify to
rf = (z2)
r5 ;:::; (t2),
(2.63)
(2.64)
(2.65)
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where the approximation is due to the dropping of small terms. Again, the transverse direction
is considered Lorentz invariant, therefore the interpretation of r.L remains the same. The longi-
tudinal parameter rl simplifies to be only dependent on the source dimension in the longitudinal
direction. The radius ra measures only the time during which particles are emitted from the
source.
2.4.5 Parametrizations used by UAl
Here, we briefly summarize previous work done by UAl in order to provide a context for our
analysis. To study BEC, the variables qt and ql as proposed by Kopylov were implemented in
Ref. [43]. The Kopylov qt variable is the projection of q onto the plane perpendicular to K,
while ql is the projection of q onto K (in contrast to the Cartesian case, where the projections
are made with respect to the beam axis). The correlations were determined by functions of qt in
the region of qi. Two parametrizations were used. The first one was the Gaussian function
where the size of the source distribution is determined by (3. The effective radius at which the
source density is lie of its maximum value is R = ncv13.
The second parametrization was the Bessel function
Here, Jl is the first order Bessel function and Rb = rhc is the radius of the spherical shell source.
The Bessel function yielded a size of the interaction region about twice the size that was obtained
with the Gaussian, consistent with the expansion of Jl.
When studying higher order BEC in Ref. [9], it was observed that the measured correlation in
Q2 was steeper than expected. Functions of the Gaussian type C(Q2) = 1+Ae-r2Q2 or even more
complicated expressions with quadratic terms in Q2 did not fit the UAl data so well, especially
in the small phase space region. Simple exponential like C(Q2) = 1+ Ae-rQ fitted the data well.
This was taken to imply that Bose-Einstein correlations would dominate the intermittency effect
in the small phase space regions.
In addition to the exponential mentioned above, UAl data were also fitted with the following
power-law functions in Ref. [29]:
a' + b'e-rQ
as well as theoretically-determined extensions of these for third-order cumulants. The best
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agreement with the data at small Q2 was obtained by the power law. A power law in the
correlation function implied strong fluctuations of the size of the interaction region [44]. There
was also a possibility that the interaction region could be a self-similar fractal, extending over a
large volume of about 6 fm.
In this thesis, we want to determine the source dimensions rl and rt in the transverse and longi-
tudinal directions. To do this, we will use the two-dimensional Gaussian function with the trans-
verse and longitudinal components of the momentum difference as the theoretical parametriza-
tion, as explained in Section 2.4.3. This is done in part because we do not have enough statistics
for the three-dimensional case. Hopefully in the near future we will have better statistics avail-
able which will allow us to do the three-dimensional study with the components ql, qo and qs for
UAI data.
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CHAPTER 3
THE EXPERIMENT
The UA1 experiment is one of the few hadron-hadron experiments at high energies. Although
the UA1 collaboration was dissolved around 1990, a small group carried on with data analysis.
Together with "sister experiment" NA22, it has provided valuable results in the years since.
An outline of the experimental set-up and data acquisition will be given below.
3.1 The UA1 detector
3.1.1 General features
The experimental data used for the present analysis were obtained by the UA1 collaboration at
the CERN SPS collider. The UA1 detector was optimized for the goal of obtaining experimental
proof of the existence of charged intermediate vector bosons of the electroweak interaction, the
W+ and W-. To do this, the following qualities were needed for the detector:
1. 4n coverage to detect the reaction products,
2. a capability to detect electrons by electromagnetic shower and muons by penetrating ca-
pability,
3. good visualization of charged tracks and accurate measurement of momenta,
4. measurement of the energy by calorimetry and detection of the missing energy and
5. a separation of leptons from hadrons.
The opened detector is shown in Fig. 3.1. It consists of a series of complementary detectors for
track detection and calorimetry. A brief description of the main parts of the UA1 detector will
be given here; for more details, see [45] and the references therein.
The electromagnetic calorimeters [46] completely surround the central detector. Independent
measurements of the energy allows an energy profile which is used to identify the electrons and
photons.
Outside the electromagnetic calorimeters is a magnetic coil which produces a uniform horizon-
tal field of 0.7 Tesla in the region of the central detector. The field lines are oriented perpendicular
to the beam-axis (x-axis) and parallel to the z-axis.
The hadron calorimeter [47] is behind the electromagnetic part of the calorimetry. It is formed
of C-shaped modules and I-shaped modules, as indicated in Fig. 3.1. This calorimeter is used to
measure hadronic energy.
27
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Figure 3.1: The UA1 detector with the central detector and surrounding calorimeters [45]. The
size of the detector is calibrated by the experimentalist standing at the lower right.
To complement the electron identification, the above components are surrounded by muon
chambers. Muons are identified through their ability to penetrate the entire central detector and
so appearing as tracks in these large drift chamber arrays.
In the forward and backward regions there are also drift chambers, electromagnetic calorime-
ters and hadron calorimeters to detect particles with small scattering angles.
3.1.2 The Central Detector
The central detector (CD) is, as its name implies, the central part of the UA1 detector. It is
also central in the sense that it is the most important part of the experiment and contains the
interaction area. The CD is used to detect charged particles in the angular range 5° < e < 175°,
where e, known as the polar angle, is the angle between the particle and the direction of the
anti-proton beam (see Fig. 2.5). The momenta of the charged particles are measured by analysis
of the deflection in the magnetic field.
3.1.2.1 Construction
The CD is a large cylindrical pictorial drift chamber. It extends over 25m3 in volume, being
5.8m in length and 2.3m in diameter. The cylinder consists of six independent half-cylinder drift
chambers. A schematic view of the arrangement is shown in Fig. 3.2. The chambers are filled
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with a gas mixture of 40% argon and 60% ethane at atmospheric pressure. The whole assembly
is located in a dipole magnet generating a field of 0.7 Tesla as mentioned.
Figure 3.2: Schematic view of the central detector, with the four forward chambers having hori-
zontal drift volumes and the two central chambers with vertical planes [45].
The wires in the drift chambers are organized into wire planes, which subdivide each of the
six chambers into separate drift volumes. The drift volumes of the four forward chambers are
horizontal and those of the central chambers are vertical. To fill the space between the beam
pipe and the vertical wire planes of the central chambers, there are two extra volumes near the
interaction region. The geometry has been chosen to give an approximately constant density of
measurement points along the tracks over the total detector volume. The wire configuration of
the chambers is chosen such that all the wires are parallel to the magnetic field.
The sense wires are surrounded by field-shaping wires. The sense wire ends are connected
to preamplifiers mounted on the outside surface of the CD. From the preamplifiers, the pulses
are digitized in the counting room. The wire positions are accurately known through accurate
assembly.
3.1.2.2 Detecting charged hadrons
Protons and anti-protons, each coming in bunches of about 30cm in length, collide at the center
of the apparatus. The interaction region is inside a stainless steel beam pipe. An assortment of
charged and neutral hadrons are then formed by the interaction.
To detect a charged particle, soft electromagnetic interactions are used, which allow the
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particle to pass through with almost no change in trajectory. Cherenkov radiation, energy
loss (dEjdx) and transition radiation are such electromagnetic processes. Energy loss occurs
when a charged particle passing through matter loses energy by electromagnetic interactions
with atomic electrons, resulting in excitation and ionisation of these atoms. The expression for
dE j dx represents the average energy loss per unit distance. The characteristic shape for the
energy loss distribution, permits identification of the particle.
The charged particles that are formed by the collision or interaction, pass through the chamber
and ionize the chamber gas. Free electrons are then created which drift in an uniform electric
field towards the sense wires. Near the sense wires, the gradient of the electric field becomes
large enough for the drift electrons to gain sufficient energy to ionize the gas and to initiate an
avalanche. The charge collected on the sense wires from the avalanche produces a pulse which
is measured and read out at both ends of the wire. The energy loss (dE j dx) is measured by the
sum of the two pulses through a non-linear scale in order to increase the dynamic range.
The read-out system records continuously the information on the drift time, charge division
and pulse height from both ends of each wire with fast analog to digital converters (FADCs). The
drift time measurement combined with the known wire positions provides two precise coordinates
of the track position in the plane perpendicular to the wires. The third coordinate is obtained
by charge division, where the relative amount of charge seen at the two wire ends provides a
measure of the position along the wire. The measured positions are known as the space points
of the particle. On the average the trajectory of a charged particle is measured at over 100 space
points.
The momenta of the charged particles are measured by analysis of the trajectory deflection
in the magnetic field. The momentum accuracy is limited by systematic errors on the chamber
alignment and by the diffusion of the drifting electrons. This results in a momentum uncertainty
of b.pjp2 = 0.005(GeV jC)-l for a 1m long track perpendicular to the magnetic field. To keep
systematic errors well below the statistical measurement errors, careful construction, calibration
and monitoring of the whole detector is required.
3.1.3 Data acquisition and reconstruction
The data acquisition system operates in separate stages [48]. This is a very powerful system
which accommodates the high trigger rate and the large data volume of the central detector.
The data acquisition system receives a start signal from a beam crossing. This is also the start
for the drift chambers and the scintillation hodoscopes in the forward arms of the detector for
selecting pp interactions. This "pre-trigger" is used either for minimum-bias data taking or as
the start of the main trigger system [49]. The trigger system digitizes the data very rapidly. All
electronic data is written to tape.
The conversion of the raw data into tracks is fully explained in [45], so I will give just a brief
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outline. All tracks recorded in the CD are reconstructed first from the drift time measurements
in the xy-plane. The dip angle>. with respect to this plane, as shown in Fig. 3.3, is determined
from the charge division on the wires which are parallel to the magnetic field. The space points
are used to construct segments of about three points on a line. From each segment, the radius
of curvature, circle origin, segment position and length in helix circumference are stored. Also
the start, middle and end point coordinates and master points are stored. This information is
used in the global track reconstruction. The track segments are then combined by a global road
method [45] to form longer tracks.
z
p :
,,
y,
, "_____________::~I
x
Figure 3.3: Coordinate axes for the detector measurements: momentum p, dip angle>. and ip
the angle in the xy-plane. The direction x corresponds to the beam axis.
After the track-fitting procedure, the tracks have to pass a geometrical fit. A helix is used for
the parametrization of the particle trajectory. The projection of the helix parametrization onto
the xy-plane is a circle and that along the field can be represented by a straight line. After the
track has passed the geometrical fits, the ionisation loss (dE / dx) is calculated.
When the tracks are reconstructed and the parameters defined, the vertex is located. This is
done by extrapolating every track back to the known beam line. The biggest cluster of points
(crossings) is taken to correspond to the real vertex.
All reconstructed track pairs of same charge, similar momentum and with an opening angle
< 18°, have been analysed separately and the second piece of a split track has been removed.
All pairs with like charge, an opening angle j, 1.4° in the xy-plane and .6.>' < 2.5° have been
eliminated in order to avoid problems with the two-track resolution.
A further two track resolution test is performed in the CD for tracks of the same charge and
momentum. The two tracks are separated if each track has at least a 30 cm track piece which
is separated more than 15mm from the other in the xy-plane. With BEC being an essentially
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two-particle measurement, biases such as those mentioned here, and their careful and proper
treatment are very important.
The combined effect of variable pulse shape, the number of points and other quality require-
ments gives rise to variation of the acceptance as a function of particle rapidity y, azimuthal angle
cp, charge and transverse momentum Pt. The detector acceptance also depends on the topology
of the events studied. For minimum bias type data the azimuthal symmetry and rapidity plateau
within a fixed Pt interval has been used.
The distribution of the track points in the cp - 'I}-plane, where cp is the azimuthal angle and
'I} is the pseudorapidity, is shown in Fig. 3.4. The worst acceptance areas are seen as empty
regions in the plot. They are due to the geometrical effects of wire configuration and drift angle,
as a certain length and number of points is required. The magnetic field in the z-direction is
responsible for the bad acceptance areas.
Careful treatment of acceptances too, is even more important for correlation studies than for
singly differential cross sections. Pair acceptances are for example, also more sensitive to event
multiplicity than single particle acceptances.
-Er 3
2
1
o
-1
-2
-2 -1 o 1 2 3
11
Figure 3.4: Scatter plot of all charged pions with azimuthal angle cp and pseudorapidity 'I} (before
cuts). Holes can clearly be seen which corresponds to the bad acceptance due to the
magnetic field in the a-direction.
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3.2 Data sample and analysis
3.2.1 The sample and cuts
While the reduced NANO data set available for our analysis does contain particle identification
information, this has not in general been used due to time constraints. The "pion" sample used
therefore contains >- 15% kaons. The data sample from the 1985 run used in our analysis
consists of approximately 160000 non-single diffractive events at VS=630GeV. We placed no
restriction on the multiplicity in the analysis. All data was taken using a minimum bias trigger.
The information used was obtained from reconstructed trajectories measured by the UAI central
detector. Only charged tracks associated with the primary vertex and with transverse momentum
of Pt ~ 0.15GeV/c have been used. Pseudorapidity was restricted to the interval 17E [-3,3].
The tracks had good measurement quality and the minimum length of the tracks was 30cm.
In the analysis, a specific variable gets chosen, together with the range/region of analysis. The
track data was read from the file in the form of the detector coordinates (r.p, A, lip) as shown in
Fig. 3.3, and particle charge, from which the azimuthal angle ¢, pseudorapidity 17and momentum
Ipl were calculated. All other quantities follow as set out previously.
3.2.2 Correlation-specific cuts
Correlation analysis requires extra care also in the application of cuts at small relative pair
momentum. The reason is, of course, that detectors experience all sorts of difficulties when two
tracks are close to each other; in addition, this is precisely the kinematic region most important to
determining correlation parameters. In the early days of "intermittency" analysis, for example,
the existence of "ghosts" was found to have a major influence on experimental results [50].
Careful consideration of such effects was therefore imperative in this analysis also.
1. The alpha cut is a software cut which was first introduced after Neumeister found that
in a plot of the number of pairs as a function of four-momentum difference Q2, there
was a bump at small Q [51]. This bump was traced to the fact that a single track could
sometimes be seen by the detector as a succession of pieces of tracks which the track fitting
algorithm considered to be two tracks. After consultation with experimental collaborators
[52] on how the resolution of the detector determined these ambiguities, the alpha cut was
implemented in our analysis to get rid of this problem as follows:
If tracks are separated by more than l5mm then they can be resolved in the xy-plane. This
means that there is no fixed minimum angle between the two tracks because resolution is
distance-limited and not angle-limited; in other words, if two tracks have a small angle
difference but their tracks do eventually separate by more than l5mm, then they can still
be resolved. The alpha cut thus becomes distance limited and not angle limited.
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Figure 3.5: Plot of 6 versus qt showing the effect the alpha and Q2-cuts have in the small phase
space region. The closed circles indicate the data points without any cuts applied.
The open circles are after the alpha cut was implemented. The triangles indicate the
effect after an additional cut Q2 was applied.
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2. The four-momentum difference cut that was originally put into the end of subroutine
isola2 of our analysis program was, strictly speaking, not a ghost cut but one which was
designed to get rid of very small Q pairs, since it was thought that all pairs with Q < 20
MeV could necessarily not be resolved.
We found, however, that there were pairs which did have azimuthal angle differences larger
than the minimum value t::.¢ or which have momentum differences larger than the mo-
mentum difference t::.p, but which at the same time have a Q2 smaller than the Q2-cut
implemented in isola2. Since such pairs would exit the isola2 routine before encountering
the Q2-cut, they were not removed by the Q2 cut at the end of the isola2 routine. Such
pairs would hence appear below the putative Q2 cut even though logic would say that no
such pairs could remain after isola2. In this sense, the Q2 cut was softened to accommodate
such pairs which were perfectly acceptable.
The following graphs show the effect the cuts have on the qt- and ql-variables with restriction
to small intervals. The second moment 6 is the count of the number of pairs in a specific
bin. The slight change that occur at the larger values, is probably due to the fact that
tracks, not pairs, are removed when cuts are implemented, and that such removed tracks
are then not taken into account at higher Q also.
3. As can be seen from figure 3.4, the detector has bad acceptance areas around ¢ = 0°, ±180°.
An azimuthal cut was therefore implemented which cut away the ranges -45° :::;¢ :::;45°
and 1350 :::; ¢ :::;225°. We used this "good azi cut" (and thereby sacrificed statistics)
because the excellent acceptance in the remaining azimuthal region makes it unnecessary
to make further corrections based on Monte Carlo simulation. As shown in Fig. 3.7 the
acceptance loss is more or less constant between all azi and good azi. The acceptance of
the tracks is multiplicity dependent, therefore the graph of good azimuth lies above that
of all azimuth.
3.2.3 Normalization
For the normalization, the event mixing technique explained in Section 2.2.3 was used. The
very long CPU time needed for performing the double event averages inherent in the event mixing
technique were circumvented by constructing an "event ring", i.e. a pool of events updated for
every "numerator event" and taking randomly selected tracks from these pool events in the ring
to make up the "fake events". This procedure constitutes a sampling of the full normalization
embodied in the double event average.
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Figure 3.6: Plot of the unnormalized correlation 6 versus % showing the effect the alpha and Q2_
cuts have in the small phase space region. The closed circles indicate the data points
when no cuts were applied, open circles those after the alpha cut was implemented.
The triangles indicate the effect after an additional cut Q2 was applied.
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Figure 3.7: The correlations as a function of the azimuthal angle, displaying the difference be-
tween the all azimuth and the good azimuth regions and hence the effect of the
azimuthal cut.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We now present results of our analyses, first in a variety of one-dimensional variables, followed
by the two-dimensional (ql, qt) case.
These results were obtained for second-order correlations using software previously developed
for the correlation integral. The program was modified to accommodate the new variables and
techniques specific to these. Extensive use was also made of the HBOOK and PAW packages
and other CERNLIB routines. Scatter plots, cuts and singly-differential cross sections were all
repeated or extended as set out previously and checked against earlier UAI results.
In the one-dimensional case, all-charged correlations were included for comparison; these
include all possible charged pion combinations (7r±7r'F, 7r+7r+, 7r-7r-). For the like-sign analyses,
carried out for both one- and two-dimensional cases, the negative-negative (7r-7r-) and positive-
positive (7r+7r+) outputs were averaged according to
(4.1 )
where p~± is the measured two-particle density of positive-positive and negative-negative pion
pairs respectively, and Pt' 0 Pt' is the normalization by event mixing as explained in Section 2.2.3.
The variable x stands for any of the one- or two-dimensional variables used below. It is important
to normalize the ++ and -- cases separately as the UAI acceptances for these differ by some
10 percent. Averaging over both instead of just using (7r+7r+) or (7r-7r-) doubled the statistics,
making up in part for the loss of statistics due to the drastic azimuthal cut.
4.1 One-dimensional analysis
For the one-dimensional analysis, the correlation function C2 was measured for the variables Ó'f}
(pseudorapidity), ó¢ (azimuthal angle), and Q2 (four-momentum squared) as shown in Figs. 4.1,
4.2 and 4.3 respectively. Logarithmic binning was used here to zoom in on the smaller pair
separations. Since most physical correlations are strongest at small relative momentum, such
logarithmic binning reveals important structure which is invisible in the conventional linear
binning.
The same tendencies for the various C2's as in former publications [51, 20] were observed.
The rise in the azimuth (ó¢) is not so strong as with the pseudorapidity (Ó'f}): note the very
different scales on the y-axes. This implies weak correlations in the azimuthal angle. At low Q2,
a clear enhancement can be seen, again in agreement with previous work.
A comparison of Fig. 4.1 with Fig. 4.3 reveals why 'f} has fallen out of favour while the four-
38
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momentum continues to be interesting. Little structure can be seen in C2(ry), for either like-sign
or all-charged plots, while the behaviour of C2 (Q2) differs a lot for the two cases. Clearly, the
projection of the six-dimensional physics onto ry leaves little to be seen, while Q2 remains sensitive
to the physics of the six-dimensional phase space.
The plots show also that formerly popular all-charged plots are not so useful, since they also
amount to an averaging over interesting information. This is clear when considering how the
all-charged two-particle moment can be decomposed into the various charge combinations:
all charged _ ++ + -- + +- + -+P2 - P2 P2 P2 P2 (4.2)
which, when normalized by the square of p~1lcharged = pt +PI shows how these different charge
contributions are averaged out. Buschbeck and others [53] have previously analysed like-sign
and unlike-sign UA1 correlations in some detail, showing that unlike-sign correlations remain
approximately constant at small Q while like-sign rise steeply. The all-charged case presented
here, being an average of the two, shows something of both these features.
Looking at the one-dimensional components of the three-momentum difference, Iqtl = qt and
Iqd = ql (discussed in Section 2.3.3), the same tendency, that is, a general rise in the correlations
for smaller values of the abscissa, can be observed.
In the case of the qt-variable shown in Fig. 4.4, a rise in the larger values (for qt > 600 MeV))
is observed as well. This is due to momentum conservation in the transverse direction. The
cylindrical phase space causes a restriction in the transverse direction, where one is more likely
to encounter a pair of pions both with large Pt but travelling in opposite directions than in the
corresponding mixed events (see Sec. 2.2.3) for more details).
As for C2(qt), the errors for C2(ql) in Fig. 4.5 are large in the small bin region. This is due to
insufficient statistics, or, in another terminology, the empty bin effect, which arises when the bin
sizes become so small that the average multiplicity per bin becomes very small [54, 55]. The rise in
the smaller bins, which is evident of BEC, is not so strong in the qt- and ql-variables as compared
to the four-momentum difference squared (Q2) in Fig. 4.3. It remains debatable whether this
is an effect of projection only or a reflection of the more Gaussian nature of correlations in this
variable.
When using linear binning for the ql variable, again with no restriction on qt, the rise becomes
more pronounced in the smaller bins (Fig. 4.6), leading one to doubt the Gaussian nature of
C2(qL). The contrast between Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 reveals the pitfalls and prejudices embodied in
viewing correlations in linear binning only: does the physics prefer a Gaussian shape (as the eye
would suggest based on Fig.4.5) or something more exponential (as in Fig. 4.6)? This dilemma
is resolved by simply looking at goodnesses of fit in mechanical fitting procedures: the X2 are
based on very different numbers of small- and large-c, data points in the two cases.
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Figure 4.1: Plot of the correlation function C2 versus 87/ for all charged and like-sign particles.
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Figure 4.2: Plot of the correlation function C2 versus S¢ for all charged and like-sign particles.
Note the different scale on the y-axis.
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Figure 4.3: Plot of the correlation function C2 versus Q2 (four-momentum difference squared) for
all charged and like-sign particles. The two leftmost points fall within the problem
region discussed in Section 3.2, and hence cannot be taken seriously. The strong rise
in like-sign was previously observed by UAl [9].
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Figure 4.4: Plot of the correlation function C2 versus qt, the transverse component of the three-
momentum difference, for all charged and like-sign particles. The rise at qt > 600
MeV can be attributed to conservation of transverse momentum.
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Figure 4.5: Plot of the correlation function C2 versus qt, the longitudinal component of the three-
momentum difference, for all charged and like-sign particles.
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Figure 4.6: Plot of the correlation function C2 versus qt for the 7r-7r- combination only, using
linear binning over the region [0.02-1.0 GeV]. The stronger rise observed with linear
binning can be contrasted with the seeming saturation shown in the logarithmic
binning case of Fig. 4.5. No restriction has been placed on qt.
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As can be seen e.g. in Fig. 4.3, the overall normalization factor "(, which is the second order
moment of the overall multiplicity, is ;::;1.4 at 1 GeV. This is because the overall multiplicity
distribution is not Poissonian. In the case of a Poisson distribution, 6 = ei, so that C2 should
be equal to one.
The one-dimensional analysis does not portray the Bose-Einstein effect all that well. Ochs
[56] showed in the context of intermittency that projection onto one dimension diminishes an
effect that is very clear in higher dimensions. With the single exception of the Q2 plots (which
as we have seen in Section 2.4.5 are sensitive to higher-dimensional effects) this is once again
confirmed by our results.
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4.2 Two-dimensional qt - ql analysis
The two-dimensional analysis was done by binning the data in two independent q-components,
namely qt and ql, to explore the joint correlations in the transverse and longitudinal directions
respectively. Linear binning was used to facilitate comparison with other experiments. As we do
not have enough statistics, we analysed ql for 20 MeV slices of qt. The region that we covered
was O.OOGeV~ qt ~0.50Ge Vand O.OOGeV~ ql ~0.50Ge V in steps of 20 MeV. The binning gave
a two-dimensional grid as shown in Fig. 4.7.
However, even after the cuts were applied as described in Section 3.2, there were still some
distortions in the bin where both ql and qt are smaller than 0.02GeV. For this reason, this bin,
indicated as the shaded region in Fig. 4.7, was not used in the fits. This was done because of
the limited momentum resolution at low q values. Because only a single bin was removed, it is
thus still possible to measure correlations for either ql or qt below 20 MeV, excluding only the
case where both are below 20 MeV.
0.06
-- 0.06 GeV
~ 1
0.02
0.00 0.02
Figure 4.7: Schematic overview of binning used for measuring C2(qt, ql). The data points shown
in subsequent figures represent each horizontal "slice" of bins, keeping qt restricted
in a narrow range while letting ql run. The shaded bin is excluded from all fits due
to the limited momentum resolution at low ql and qt values.
The two-particle correlations C2(qt,ql) were determined using Eq. (4.1). The data were then
fitted with a Gaussian parametrization of the form given in Eq. (2.57)
to extract the radii parameters Tt and Tl. The two-dimensional analysis was done in the laboratory
frame and the LCMS.
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4.2.1 Lab frame fits
The laboratory frame which corresponds to the coordinates as shown in Fig. 3.3, was first used
to analyse the data. The transverse momentum difference of the pairs of particles was calculated
as qt = J 6.P~ + 6.p;, where 6.py and 6.pz are the differences in the y and z components of
the two particles respectively. The difference in the x-components of the momentum of the
two particles, defined the longitudinal momentum ql. (Contrary to most theoretical usage, UA1
identifies the beam axis as the x axis.)
Figures 4.9 - 4.12 show the data for like-sign C2(ql, qt) with each plot a 20 MeV slice in qt.
In the first plot of Fig. 4.9, the leftmost point is the one that was excluded when doing the
overall two-dimensional fit; it is shown only for illustration. As is to be expected, the data differs
significantly from 1.4 only for small (qt, ql), so that the data points become even flatter as the
value of qt is increased.
The Gaussian parametrization Eq. (2.57), was fit to all data points of Figs. 4.9 - 4.12 simul-
taneously (with the exception of the one excluded bin mentioned above), i.e. the best-fit values
for " Tl and Tt are constant throughout. The following best fit values were obtained in the
laboratory frame:
I
A
1.42 ± 0.0074
0.300 ± 0.016
0.728 ± 0.040 fm
0.814 ± 0.052 fm
350/620
The value I = 1.42 is in good agreement with previous results (see Fig. 4.3) and once again
signifies the non-Poissonian character of the overall UA1 multiplicity distribution.
Judging by eyesight, the dotted line representing the best fit does a fairly good job of repre-
senting the data. We do, however, observe the same phenomenon observed for the Q2 analysis
[9], namely that for the smallest ql, qt values, the fit is somewhat lower than the data. For the
higher qt slices, a good correspondence is obtained between data and best fit curve.
From the output it is clear that Tt is larger than Tl, indicating an oblate source shape. This
is a surprising result, given that other experiments at lower energies [22, 57], allowed for an
ellipsoidal shape, but concluded that the data preferred a spherical source in the laboratory
frame of reference.
In order to test the robustness of the result that Tt < Tt, we excluded two further data points
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from the overall fit, as indicated by the shaded areas in Fig. 4.8. This restricted fit produced
rl 0.707 ± 0.039 fm
rt 0.783 ± 0.049 fm.
Although the values are somewhat smaller, the tendency remains the same with ï i < rt. The
ratio rt/rt;:::: 0.9 remains more or less constant and does not coincide with a spherical shape
(rt/rt = 1). The standard errors on rl and rt are small enough to conclude that the deviation
from a spherical shape is statistically significant.
~ 1
0.06
0.02
0.00 0.02 0.06
GeV
Figure 4.8: In order to test the robustness of best-fit parameters, two further bins, indicated by
the shaded region were excluded from the overall fit.
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Figure 4.9: Two-dimensional correlation function for the data slice with 0.00 < qt ::; 0.12GeV in
the lab frame. The correlation function C2 was determined with the parametrization
of Eq. (4.1). An overall two-dimensional fit was performed for all qt slices simultane-
ously, excluding only the one bin shown as the shaded region in Fig. 4.7.
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Figure 4.10: Correlation function and overall fit for data slices with 0.12 < qt ~ 0.24GeV in the
lab frame (continued from Fig. 4.9).
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Figure 4.11: Correlation function and overall fit for data slices with 0.24 < qt ::; 0.36Ge V in the
lab frame (continued from Fig. 4.10).
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Figure 4.12: Correlation function and overall fit for data slices with 0.36 < qt ::; 0.48Ge V in the
lab frame (continued from Fig. 4.11).
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4.2.2 LCMS fits
The second frame of reference used in the analysis was the longitudinal center-of-mass sys-
tem (LCMS), which was discussed in Section 2.3.4. LCMS represents an improvement in BEC
studies compared to previous studies at lower energies which used the laboratory frame. It is a
convenient reference frame which simplifies the interpretation of experimental radii in terms of
source parameters, as was pointed out in Section 2.4.
In Figs. 4.13 - 4.16 the results for the LCMS C2(qt, ql) are shown with ql being calculated
according to Eqs. (2.45) and (2.46) for 20 MeV slices in qt. The overall fit is again shown by
the dotted lines on the one-dimensional data slices. The data are in good agreement with the
fit results. The data in the smallest bin 0.00 < ql :S 0.02GeV for small ql, are not completely
corresponding to the Gaussian fit. For the Q2 analysis [9], the same region didn't correspond
with a Gaussian, but followed a power law.
The overall Gaussian fit, Eq. 2.57, with ql now in the LCMS, yielded
,
A
1.39 ± 0.0050
0.336 ± 0.013
1.11 ± 0.048 fm
0.664 ± 0.029 fm
405/620.
The incoherence parameter A is more or less the same as in the lab frame. The transverse radius
however, is now found to be significantly smaller than the longitudinal radius. This implies an
elongation of the source (i.e. it is now prolate) in the direction of the collision.
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Figure 4.13: Correlation function and overall fit for data slices with 0.00 < qt :s; 0.12GeV in
LCMS. The correlation function C2 was determined with the parametrization of
Eq. (4.1). An overall two-dimensional fit was performed for all qt slices simultane-
ously, excluding only the one bin shown as the shaded region in Fig. 4.7.
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Figure 4.14: Correlation function and overall fit for data slices with 0.12 < qt ::; 0.24GeV in
LCMS (continued).
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Figure 4.15: Correlation function and overall fit for data slices with 0.24 < qt :::;0.36GeV in
LCMS (continued).
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Figure 4.16: Correlation function and overall fit for data slices with 0.36 < qt ~ 0.48GeV in
LCMS (continued).
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4.2.3 Comparison with other experiments
Our LCMS result that rl > rt compares well with that of other experiments such as NA22
[34], DELPHI [58], OPAL [59] and L3 [60] as shown in Table 4.1. NA22 is also a hadron-
hadron experiment (we standardized its quoted radius parameters in order to make comparisons
useful) while DELPHI, OPAL and L3 consider final states arising from e+e- collisions at LEP.
The results from the three LEP experiments are consistent with an elongation of the source. In
heavy ion collisions at the SPS, a prolate shape with rt > rt (where rt is taken to correspond more
or less to rs and ro, the side and out radii in the transverse plane) is also observed [61, 62, 63].
4.2.4 Space-momentum correlations and lengths of homogeneity
In considering the implications of the source elongation, it is important to discuss the origin
and meaning of the concept of "length of homogeneity". As discussed in Chapter 2, HBT analysis
of a static source would yield source parameters that correspond directly to the source size. When
the source is expanding, however, and especially when there are correlations between space and
momentum coordinates of the source, the situation is considerably more complicated, since then
the "radii" measured by HBT, which rely on measuring the half-width of relative momentum
spectra, get to see only certain pieces of the source at a time, depending on the sum of the
pair momenta K. HBT thus measures this extent of the spatial size over which momentum
distributions still overlap significantly, i.e. the length of homogeneity.
Very strong space-momentum correlations are, however, present in almost all high-energy col-
lisions, since in the hadronic and nucleus-nucleus cases the colliding projectiles draw out regions
of deconfinement between the leading baryons as they move apart after collision. This behaviour,
first sketched by Bjorken [64], is commonly accepted as a departure point for analysis, and im-
plies that very strong space-momentum correlations can be assumed. The "boomerang shape" of
the longitudinal emission function observed by NA22 and heavy ion theorists on reconstructing
the emission function [65, 66] illustrates this very well.
UA1 data has similar space-momentum correlations, and the longitudinal radius is thus also
to be interpreted as a length of homogeneity. The discussion on the issue whether rl > rt or vice
versa therefore includes considerations of flow and overlap of momentum distributions, both in
the longitudinal and transverse directions. A deeper understanding of these would need more
detailed analysis of HBT radii as functions of K, or at least rapidity y and transverse mass m.l.
The difference in measured radii are also in qualitative agreement with the theoretical pre-
dictions of the string fragmentation model [67], according to which the longitudinal correlation
length in hadronic decay is expected to be larger than the transverse one.
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UA1 UA1 NA22a DELPHI OPAL L3
Colliding system pp pp (n+/K+)p e+e- e+e- e+e-
y's (GeV) 630 630 22 91.2 91.2 91.2
Reference frame Lab LCMS LCMS LCMS LCMS LCMS, 1.42±0.0074 1.39±0.0050 0.968±0.011 unknown 0.842±0.00l ~unity
A 0.300±0.016 0.336±0.013 0.471±0.021 0.261±0.007 0.442±0.004 0.41±0.01
rt (fm) 0.728±0.04 1.11±0.05 0.870±0.06 0.85±0.08 1.018±0.009 0.74±0.02
rt (fm) 0.814±0.052 0.664±0.029 0.63±0.04 0.53±0.08 - -
rs (fm) - - - - 0.809±0.006 0.59±0.01
ra (fm) - - - - 0.536±0.006 0.53±0.02
X:l/NDF 350/620 405/620 603/619 96/92 34632/24428 2314/2189
"The radii have been standardized
Table 4.1: Comparison of source parameters obtained by fitting a Gaussian function in two or three dimensions to the data. The results of UA1
are compared with other experiments such as NA22, DELPHI,OPAL and L3. An elongation of the source is observed in the LCMS. All
the errors quoted are statistical.
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4.2.5 Source elongation and Lorentz transformations
We return to the difference in shape observed in the lab and LCMS frames, represented by
the relative sizes of Tl and Tt. The effect on these radii of the Lorentz transformation between
the systems must be understood before other possible causes for changes are investigated.
Things are simple, it seems: under a longitudinal boost only the longitudinal momenta and
energies change, while transverse momentum and all associated transverse variables (qt, Kt, mj_,
etc) remain constant. So one would expect that Tl would also change with a boost, causing Tl to
be Lorentz contracted in the lab frame, while Tt should stay the same.
This, however, is not the case: The transverse radius Tt diminishes in the LCMS compared to
the lab system (Tt(LCMS) < Tt(lab)). While one possible explanation may lie in the purely exper-
imental uncertainties of data analysis, at least one consideration should maybe be investigated
further. The radius Tt depends on f3t (Eq. (2.58)) which is a function of the energies
The energies in turn depend on the longitudinal components that are subject to change
There is thus no good foundation to a view that Tt should remain invariant under a longitudinal
Lorentz boost.
From Eq. (2.58) it can also be seen that the transverse radius is dependent on the characteristic
source time t. As time is not invariant under Lorentz transformations, it may also cause the
transverse radius to change.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCL USIONS
UA1 (1985) data for pp collisions at Vs = 630 GeV were analysed to determine the shape of
the pion emitting source. For this, the transverse and longitudinal components qt and ql of
the momentum difference q were used. A two-dimensional fit to the data was made, using the
Gaussian parametrization
The analysis was done in two reference frames, namely the laboratory frame and the Longitudinal
Center-of-Mass System (LCMS).
First the one-dimensional analysis with qt and ql was made to confirm the BEC effect in the
small region of the variables. Comparing it to other one-dimensional variables, shows the same
tendency, that is, a rise in the small phase space region.
The results of the two-dimensional fit of these variables showed that the longitudinal radius
is shorter than the transverse one, rt < rt, in the lab frame. This implies an oblate form of
the source, meaning there could be expansion in the transverse direction. This is contrary to
previous results at low energies, which found a spherical shape of the source.
In the LCMS, the longitudinal radius was found to be larger than the transverse one (rl> rt).
An elongation of the source was thus found. This is in agreement with results obtained by other
hadron-hadron [34], e+e- [58,59,60] and heavy ion [61, 62, 63, 68] experiments. The elongation
of the source in the LCMS is also compatible with the theoretical predictions of the string model
[67] and the Bjorken tube [64].
The contrast between the results obtained in these two frames of reference clearly demands
explanation. Such an explanation has two aspects: Firstly, to explain a change in radius, an
understanding of factors that can influence it is needed. Secondly, the role of the frame of
reference and the transformation between them must be considered.
In the following, we first look briefly into the topic of Lorentz transformations, and then
proceed to list a number of factors which can influence the values obtained for source parameters,
without attempting to go into detail. The latter can also be interpreted as a To-Do list to be
taken up in future work.
5.1 The role of frames of reference
The longitudinal Lorentz transformation from the laboratory frame to the LCMS has an
influence on the longitudinal, as well as the transverse radius parameter. The Lorentz contraction
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of the longitudinal radius in the lab system is the root cause of the observation that Tl(lab) <
Tl(LCMS)' Although the longitudinal Lorentz transformation leaves the transverse component qt
unchanged, Tt also changes (Tt(lab) > Tt(LCMS))' Possible explanations for the change in Tt are
given in Section 4.2.5.
5.2 Some factors affecting source parameters
Apart from the obvious dependence of the radius parameters on the measured C2(% qt), they
are influenced by a number of factors which are sometimes easily identified but often not.
1. The dependence of the radii on the average pair momentum K, clearly has an influence
on the interpretation of the results. In Ref. [36J it was shown that the radius as a function
of K, is a monotonically decreasing function which decreases faster as the ratio of energy in
collective expansion to thermal energy is increased. Without expansion velocity, the radius
is a constant. This means that faster pions are more likely to be emitted near the point
on the shell expanding with velocity in the direction of K. In our analysis we implicitly
integrated Kout.
2. The radius parameters also depend on the transverse momentum Pt, as shown in
Ref. [53, 62J. There is a clear difference between the correlations in the low and high
Pt regions. The longitudinal radius TL demonstrates the strongest Pt dependence. The Pt
dependence of the radius parameters in the experimental data is a result of the correlation
between position and momentum within the source. This correlation may be caused by
transverse expansion driven by rescattering of the particles in heavy ion collisions. Because
of this expansion, a smaller fraction of the total source size can be probed at higher Pt.
3. Hydrodynamical models have likewise suggested that a dependence on average trans-
verse mass
also has an influence on the radii parameters [68, 69J. Experimental data confirmed the
model prediction of 1/ ~ dependence of the radii parameters [65J. It was found that the
Tt parameter shows a weaker dependence on the transverse mass.
4. Long-lived resonances may also have an effect on the determination of the source size,
since they cause an increase in the effective radii of the sources. In Ref. [70J it was shown
that the longitudinal radius Tl is more sensitive to resonances than the transverse radius
Tt. Long-lived resonances were also looked at in Ref. [71J. As we are excluding the region
below 20 MeV due to momentum resolution, the halo in very small Iql (which results in
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the large radius parameters) cannot be resolved by us, so in our analysis it will have very
little effect, if any, on the resulting radius parameters [30]. Resonances such as the p could,
however, be playing a role.
5. The dependence of rl (CMS=lab) on the rapidity y, is related to the dependence of ï t on
the longitudinal boost of the frame of reference in which ï i is measured. This can be seen
by the expression for the rapidity as
where fil = pt! E is the velocity of the longitudinal boost, with PI the momentum of the
particle in the longitudinal direction (see also Eq. (2.32)). Any dependence of the radius on
fil will thus also be visible as dependence on y. This dependence is also taken into account
in the hydro dynamical parametrizations.
6. There is a linear dependence of the radii on the multiplicity [72]. This means that the
higher the multiplicity, the larger the radii, as was also observed by UAI [43].
7. In order to obtain a more precise shape of the source, the transverse component qt should
be decomposed into the out and side directions suggested in the three-dimensional
Cartesian parametrization.
8. The use of higher order cumulants has previously proven useful in testing whether cer-
tain theoretical hypotheses are consistently fulfilled by data at all orders of correlation [29].
There is little doubt that the same approach should be as useful in the context of relative
three-momenta as it was in the case of Q2, but analytical details remain to be worked out.
Also, limited statistics will playa major role for such higher-order measurements.
9. Lastly, one should always be reminded that there is no a priori reason to believe that
sources should be Gaussian in shape. The choice of parametrization clearly prejudices the
results that can be obtained. There have been a number of indications, confirmed in this
thesis, that more complicated source shape parametrizations may need to be investigated.
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